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On January 6, 2021, long held assumptions about the meaning of American national security were 
challenged when insurrectionists stormed the United States Capitol, attempting to overturn the results 
of the 2020 Presidential election. Largely fueled by a toxic combination of mis- and disinformation 

about American democratic institutions, processes, and elections, the insurrection highlights how misguided 
mob power—energized by false information—can have devastating results. Interestingly, the attackers were not 
social outliers and recent polls indicate that nearly 20 percent of Americans approved of the insurrection.1 What 
the attack on the Capitol suggests, is that America’s civil society is struggling to function. Social norms are being 
challenged and morphed by the current contested information environment, which poses an urgent and exis-
tential threat to democracy—namely, a declining respect for government and institutional norms, a diminishing 
trust in foundational democratic processes, and a growing aversion to the rule of law. In the contested infor-
mation environment, both domestic and foreign actors use mis- and disinformation for malign and malicious 
purposes and, if left unchecked, the information environment presents adversaries with an attack surface that 
conventional national security measures fail to secure.2 Ultimately, the speed and scale at which mis- and disin-
formation penetrate and disrupt civil society is America’s most urgent national security challenge. 

Surprisingly, “fake news” only entered the American lexicon in 2016,3 but mis- and disinformation—
and America’s increasing receptivity to it4—have been eroding American democratic norms for decades.5,6 
Mis- and disinformation generate domestic chaos by championing falsehoods couched in seemingly 
legitimate sources of information designed to chip away at social cleavages. Additionally, mis- and dis-
information undermine public trust in democratic institutions, denigrating public esteem in science, 
journalism, higher education, and health systems, among others. Yet, the domestic strife resulting from 
foreign and domestic mis- and disinformation campaigns was not identified as a threat in any U.S. national 
security strategy until very recently.
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This article is written in response to the Capitol 
insurrection and is motivated by the thesis that 
democracy cannot exist without a shared real-
ity. Additionally, threats to a nation-state’s shared 
reality are threats to the state’s continued existence 
and should be prioritized accordingly. We argue 
that the national security concerns resulting from 
mis- and disinformation mandate a coordinated 
and well-resourced government response. In the 
following sections we first address the development 
of mis- and disinformation to identify the roots of 
the current crisis. We then explain why the threat 
from mis- and disinformation represents a national 
security crisis, and finally, we identify potential solu-
tions to mitigate mis- and disinformation’s ability 
to deepen societal divisions in America. Potential 
policy solutions include increasing awareness and 
attention from national security leaders, raising 
public concern about the deleterious effects of mis- 
and disinformation, and fostering a proactive and 
educated public to assist in curbing the spread of 
mis- and disinformation.

The Curious Absence of 
Disinformation in U.S. National 
Security Strategies
The first National Security Strategy of the George 
W. Bush Administration contains a striking omis-
sion: the document fails to mention the threat of 
mis- or disinformation.7 President Bush’s sec-
ond National Security Strategy suffers from the 
same oversight and only briefly discusses threats 
emanating from “sub-cultures of conspiracy and 
misinformation”8 in the context of Salafi jihadism. 
“Terrorists,” the Bush Administration explains, 

recruit more effectively from populations 
whose information about the world is con-
taminated by falsehoods and corrupted by 
conspiracy theories. The distortions keep 
alive grievances and filter out facts that 

would challenge popular prejudices and 
self-serving propaganda.9

Yet, over the past decade, it is increasingly 
apparent that mis- and disinformation, and the 
security threats they pose, are not limited to the 
likes of al-Qaeda, the Islamic State, or fringe con-
spiracy groups. 

Making only minor improvements to the 
Bush Administration’s strategy, the Barack Obama 
Administration included a passing reference to 
“Moscow’s deceptive propaganda” on page 25, of 
a 29-page document.10 It was not until the Donald 
Trump Administration that mis- and disinfor-
mation were given more attention, noting that 
“America’s competitors weaponize information 
[and] disseminate misinformation and propa-
ganda.”11 Striking a markedly different tone than 
previous administrations, the Trump White House 
determined the threat was not from divergent 
and disparate terrorist groups, but instead from 
“America’s competitors,” elevating the threat from 
nonstate actors to state-supported activities. 

Despite their destructiveness, mis- and disin-
formation campaigns have failed to garner much 
attention from the national security community. 
Naturally, every administration’s National Security 
Strategy reprioritizes all security threats based on 
the current operational context and their governing 
agenda. But, even the most recent strategies have 
fallen short by failing to identify the domestic and 
foreign variants of mis- and disinformation as a 
primary national security threat. To be precise, the 
threat is not the malign information, but is instead 
the American public’s inability to manage and mit-
igate mis- and disinformation that poses the urgent 
threat. The effect is an undermining of America’s 
shared reality and a fracturing of the framework 
through which Americans understand global devel-
opments as well as domestic issues. 

The Joe Biden Administration has an opportu-
nity to remedy past national security oversights by 
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including a robust discussion of threats from mis- and 
disinformation as it crafts its own National Security 
Strategy. The Biden Administration claims, “this 
moment is an inflection point,” and we agree, believ-
ing that a shared reality is necessary for membership 
in the community of values that defines America. 
America cannot act with unity or purpose, globally or 
domestically, if it is a “house divided” against itself, to 
borrow Abraham Lincoln’s famous metaphor. 

In early March 2021, President Biden released 
an Interim National Security Strategic Guidance, 
outlining the administration’s security posture as a 
final version is produced.12 Promisingly, disinforma-
tion is covered in detail as a threat to American and 
global democracy:

Anti-democratic forces use misinforma-
tion, disinformation, and weaponized 
corruption to exploit perceived weaknesses 
and sow division within and among free 
nations, erode existing international rules, 
and promote alternative models of authori-
tarian governance.13

Unlike past administrations, the interim guid-
ance clearly identifies disinformation as a threat and 
insists that if global democratic values are to survive, 
America must regain the trust of its allies and reju-
venate the public’s trust in its domestic institutions. 
However, despite outlining the threat of disinforma-
tion and the dangers posed by it, the interim guidance 
does not discuss mitigation efforts as prescriptive and 
substantive policy solutions are not included in the 
report. We therefore see this article as an opportunity 
to contribute in a specific manner toward crafting a 
forthcoming Biden administration National Security 
Strategy document that contains a strategy to appro-
priately deal with mis- and disinformation. 

Reimagining and Reordering Threats
Because the Biden Administration has emphasized 
that it wishes to chart a new course in national 

security, we propose an update to how national 
security challenges are imagined and defined. Our 
reimagining will undoubtedly make America’s 
national security apparatus uncomfortable but, 
throughout history, technological advancements 
and innovations have changed the character of 
warfare with corresponding re-conceptions of 
threat, purpose, and national defense. Examples 
include heavy armored vehicles, air power, nuclear 
technology, the internet, and militarized space to 
name but a few. Despite hiccups in implementa-
tion, American doctrine and theory have routinely 
adapted to account for substantial changes in 
technology, adversary competence, and intent. We 
therefore argue that acknowledging the widespread 
and hostile dissemination of disinformation as a top 
national security concern—and adjusting the U.S. 
national security posture to reflect the change—is 
necessary and achievable in the near term.

Unlike other security threats, mis- and disin-
formation are an epistemic threat—a threat to what 
people believe is real. Knowledge should be under-
stood not as an individual attribute but rather, as 
“socially distributed.”14 Over the last forty years, the 
civic institutions that help define what is real and 
what is true have been steadily eroded,15 giving malign 
actors a vector to distort and undermine the American 
public’s shared reality. For the purposes of this arti-
cle, we endorse the articulation of “shared reality” 
described by Gerald Echterhoff and E. Troy Higgins: 

the experience of having in common with 
others inner states about the world. Inner 
states include the perceived relevance of 
something, as well as feelings, beliefs, or 
evaluations of something. The experience 
of having such inner states in common 
with others fosters the perceived truth of 
those inner states.16 

Humans are motivated to create shared reali-
ties because they establish a grounding truth about 
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the world around us. Religious affiliations are a 
good example: shared beliefs create a rooted sense 
of identity among a congregation and a common 
way of understanding the world and explaining its 
mysteries. By developing shared realities, Echterhoff 
and Higgins claim, people can fulfill a basic need 
by establishing valid beliefs about the world. People 
with a shared reality are bound by common values 
and a common understanding of the world and their 
place in it. As a result, shared realities enable people 
to interpret events and underlying facts in a similar 
manner or from a common place of understanding. 
To extend the claim, we argue that a common con-
struct underpins the way a polity interacts with—and 
acts within—a nation-state. To continue the parallel 
with organized religion, many church denominations 
have splintered through divergent understandings of 
Biblical teachings. In the same way, societies can also 
fracture along lines of interpreted reality.

The most recent example of fissures to 
an American shared reality is the January 6 

insurrection. As the mob breached the Capitol, 
it became clear that Americans do not live in a 
common, fact-based, shared reality. Perhaps more 
controversial than acknowledging that Americans 
are not rooted in a shared reality, is our assess-
ment that the public’s appetite for confirmational 
and explanatory disinformation over fact-based 
sources far exceeds the conventional national 
security threats, like belligerent foreign powers, 
nuclear proliferation, and Salafi-jihadist terror-
ism. Without a shared reality, truth becomes 
negotiable, existing on a spectrum and leaving 
a confused and agitated American public with-
out a common understanding of current events. 
After January 6, and despite the negative impact of 
leaving Washington D.C. in an extended mili-
tary lockdown, many leaders agreed that mis- and 
disinformation surrounding the election, voting 
systems, and the Biden administration’s legitimacy 
mandated the deployment of over 20,000 National 
Guard troops to safeguard the Capital. The United 

Voter Fraud’ rally marches to Supreme Court in support of Donald Trump, who refused to concede election. 
(Bob Korn at Shutterstock: 186799326
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States has not experienced a similar domestic secu-
rity posture since the days immediately following 
the September 11, 2001 (9/11) attacks.

The American military response to 9/11 also 
provides a useful foil in the disinformation fight. 
During the Cold War, “hard” applications of 
conventional military power (and their deterrent 
effect) were enough to maintain the superpower 
standoff. In contrast, the disinformation challenge 
has more in common with terrorism or climate 
change because the root problems are complex and 
applications of conventional power are ill-suited 
to manage the problem, much less claim a victori-
ous end-state. In this case, America’s formidable 
military might has little application to countering 
false and misleading narratives, but the Pentagon 
has been slow to apprehend this development. 
Unlike the Cold War, the response to mis- and 
disinformation must include a “whole of society” 
approach, as we will explore in greater detail after 
a brief overview of America’s historically skepti-
cal relationship to centralized authority and an 
identification of how foreign actors have sought to 
exploit this inherently American trait. 

Evolution of a Disinformation-Driven 
Security Crisis
Nearly two hundred years ago, sociologist Harriette 
Martineau argued that America had done the 
impossible: it had demonstrated that self-rule was 
possible.17 Contrary to oversimplified accounts of 
early American harmony, Martineau’s investigation 
of society in America in the first post-Revolution 
generation also underscores how democracy in 
America has always been contested and shaped by 
public debate. Martineau would have recognized 
many of contemporary America’s political traditions 
in which elected officials routinely apply a partisan 
spin to social issue framing, leading to disparate 
narratives, confusion over facts, and two distinct 
shared realities based on political persuasion. 

Of course, different viewpoints and perspectives 
have always existed to some degree; indeed, these 
are the basis of political ideologies and parties, but 
Reuben E. Brigety II argues that the 2020 presidential 
campaign may have been a watershed tipping point 
because it exposed societal cleavages and how party 
identity is linked to a foundational identity, like race 
or religion.18 Moreover, when foundational identities 
become the organizing principle of a country’s polit-
ical life, tribal conflict becomes more likely. Brigety 
emphasizes that “the [2020] campaign looked less 
like a contest of ideas and more like a battle between 
tribes, with voters racing to their partisan corners 
based on identity, not concerns about policy.”19

While American political parties have 
long-running stereotypes associated with their 
respective constituents, party affiliation was here-
tofore less public and more private, leaving people 
more inclined to build communities and friendships 
based on more robust, less divisive civic identi-
ties unattached to politics. As these diffuse civic 
organizations have declined over the last 40 years,20 
they combined with neighborhood sorting that 
moved Americans into more and more homoge-
nous neighborhoods,21 perhaps a proto-filter bubble 
presaging the type of sorting done by and through 
social media. As we will explore, filter bubbles 
and echo-chambers threaten shared reality, which 
we identify as a prerequisite for productive policy 
deliberation. When this common operating picture 
becomes unrecognizable to a large number of voters, 
it is almost foreordained that civil chaos should fol-
low. America’s culture wars, coupled with declining 
trust in American institutions, have helped harden 
the ideological and foundational identities affixed to 
political parties. If things become brittle once hard-
ened, the trajectory of such tribalism in American 
political and civic life is alarming, and the canaries 
are already in the coalmine. 

For those paying attention to the steady erosion 
of confidence in American norms and institutions 
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over the past few decades, the events of January 6 did 
not come as a surprise. For several years, a systematic 
influence campaign aimed at undermining pub-
lic trust has occurred, directed at institutions like 
the courts, elections, and the broader mechanisms 
inherent to democracy, although the erosion of trust 
and the January 6 attack on the U.S. Capitol was not 
solely caused by conspiratorial fiction about demo-
cratic institutions spread via mis- and disinformation 
campaigns. Some of the recent decline in public trust 
is warranted and expected, as societal norms have 
changed in response to increasing access to infor-
mation and rapid globalization brought about by the 
internet. In fact, some antecedents to January 6 are 
real events and real public concerns, but influenc-
ers, media personalities, and charlatans have taken 
fact-based threads and twisted them together with 
falsehoods, weaving tales and drawing connections 
between stories and events to create a pseudo-reality 
that no longer resembles the facts, but instead sup-
ports their specific political and social agendas. We 
now provide a brief historical overview to illuminate 
the conspiratorial threads that, when woven together, 
help explain the troubling events at the Capitol.

Distrusting government is not new and the expe-
riences of the past two generations justify a healthy 
criticism of government and raise the legitimate 
question of whether the government is worthy of the 
public’s trust. The Watergate scandal, the Pentagon 
Papers, and the Vietnam War all tested public trust 
in government. Those examples left the Baby Boomer 
generation with a lingering skepticism of their leaders 
and institutions. Trust has not improved in younger 
generations because of the September 11, 2001, attacks 
and the “forever wars” in Iraq and Afghanistan. 
Operation Iraqi Freedom began with an intelligence 
failure and nearly every official who used the word 
“progress” to describe America’s ongoing pres-
ence in Afghanistan was being dishonest with the 
American people.22 Ultimately, the already low trust 
in government created a fertile field for conspiracy 

theories crafted from mis- and disinformation to 
take root. Mis- and disinformation do not circu-
late in isolated information systems – instead, they 
intersect with, and shape, society’s natural informa-
tion flow guided by social media. Into that complex 
ecosystem entered the Russians. 

Enter the Russians
In 2015, conspiracies about Jade Helm, a routine 
military training exercise that takes place across 
Texas and the greater American west, rose to prom-
inence on social media, bringing previously fringe 
ideas to the news feeds of a large, mainstream audi-
ence.23 Russian cyber actors, mimicking American 
social media users online, propagated radical 
theories about Jade Helm, claiming that the mili-
tary exercise was really being used by the Obama 
Administration as a ruse to round up its political 
opponents.24 Analysis of the Jade Helm conspiracy 
tends to focus on the success of the Russian influ-
ence and how the campaign even led the Texas 
Governor to publicly question the true purpose of 
the training exercise. However, less emphasized is 
the strain of deep-seeded anti-government senti-
ment that the Jade Helm conspiracy reveals, and 
it justifies the Russian approach in that vein.25 
Legitimate concerns about armed government over-
reach at incidents like Ruby Ridge, Idaho, in 1993 
and Waco, Texas, in 1994 fed into the suspicion fuel-
ing the anti-government militia movement.26 These 
fringe concerns about the military exercise entered 
the mainstream political sphere as politicians sought 
to capitalize on the public’s outrage for political 
advantage.27 Such distortions from reality provided 
fertile soil for a Russian disinformation campaign. 

If the 2015 Jade Helm exercise was a proof of 
concept for Russian meddling via social media, 
operating in the American information environ-
ment became a full scope operation by 2016. Even 
though most Americans likely became aware of 
Russian influence operations following documented 
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Russian interference in the 2016 presidential elec-
tion,28 Russia has meddled in U.S. media and social 
narratives for decades before the advent of social 
media.29 The legacy of Russian interference dates 
back to the fall of tsarist Russia and was a hallmark 
of the Cold War, and we can credit Russia, China 
and other foreign actors (all adept at information 
operations) with exposing how vulnerable American 
society is to mis- and disinformation and, more 
importantly, how inept Americans are at mitigating 
it. The Russians did not create American suspicion 
of the federal government but, the Russian influence 
campaign surrounding Jade Helm skewed, wea-
ponized, and amplified long-standing American 
narratives, harkening back to President Ronald 
Reagan’s claim that “government is the problem,”30 
twisting a conservative skepticism of government 
overreach into outright distrust. To make mat-
ters worse, as the Jade Helm conspiracy gained 

momentum, it was not quashed but was instead 
humored by Texas state officials, giving the conspir-
acies and false narratives an air of legitimacy.31 

It is hard to overstate this fork in the road for 
the Russian approach to American audiences.32 
Russia’s Jade Helm-related active measures worked, 
and the ease with which the Jade Helm disinforma-
tion campaign took over the mainstream narrative 
proved just how easily the American public could be 
swayed via digital means, ultimately paving the way 
for Russia’s (and others’) digital influence activities 
during the 2016 election and beyond.33 

Foreign Disinformation Flourishes 
Amid Domestic Social Discontent 
Amplified by Social Media
It is critical to note that foreign adversary influ-
ence operations have not created nor invented the 
schisms in American society; instead, they identify, 

Facebook launches PR campaign as public backlash after Cambridge Analytica scandal and Russian interference 
in 2016 elections. (NYCStock)
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exploit, and exacerbate them. Domestically generated 
discontent is what brought protestors to the Capitol 
on January 6 and the most extreme of them arrived 
with pipe bombs, zip ties for handcuffing hostages, 
and calls for executions.34 This is a rich environment 
for foreign and domestic malevolent actors to ply 
their trade. In a sense, even if the seeds are foreign, 
the fertile field is American, and this blurring of the 
lines between foreign and domestic disinformation 
leaves American national security mandarins and 
agencies in uncomfortable territory in terms of legal 
authorities, lanes of the road, and responsibilities for 
combatting a polluted information environment that 
does not recognize national boundaries.

Above we identified factors like the erosion 
of trust in government that make citizens more 
receptive to mis- and disinformation. According to 
multiple academic studies, one in four Americans 
believes in at least one conspiracy theory, and, 
perhaps unsurprisingly, belief in one is strongly pre-
dictive of belief in other conspiracies.35 Research also 
shows that conspiracy theories are often partisan 
and that one of the strongest predictors of a person’s 
receptivity to specific conspiratorial ideas is their 
political orientation.36  On January 6, the attacking 
mob was joined in spirit by millions of Americans 
watching from home, representing a variety of 
backgrounds, and spread across social strata. Many 
passive supporters agreed with the mob and had also 
lost trust in the American government, believing 
oft-repeated claims of a stolen election.37 Based on 
the close 2020 election and scholarly evidence link-
ing political affiliation to a person’s susceptibility to 
specific conspiratorial narratives that align with their 
political beliefs, America’s lack of a shared reality for 
electoral outcomes is hardly surprising—realities 
diverge as partisan polarization increases.38 Tying 
several strands together, a recent Pew survey found 
striking differences along party lines regarding the 
impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, election legiti-
macy, willingness to accept the vaccines, and other 

critical elements necessary to coexist in society.39 It 
seems clear that diverging shared realities appear to 
be largely driven by partisan politics, and it is there-
fore understandable that foreign influence operations 
would wish to join domestic actors and focus their 
attention on that civically-vulnerable area.

Just as deceitful government activity such as 
Watergate or hyped up intelligence over the justifi-
cation for the Iraq war seemed to justify or warrant 
popular skepticism, the most successful mis- and 
disinformation campaigns are often rooted in fact 
or closely mimic actual events. Most of the public 
reacted in horror to the 2016 “Pizzagate” trag-
edy, when a man traveled from his home in North 
Carolina to Washington, D.C., and fired a rifle into 
a pizza restaurant. The man was there to investi-
gate the alt-right (loosely connected online white 
supremacist groups) claim that the pizza restaurant 
was really a cover for a child sex-trafficking ring run 
by wealthy and socially well-connected Americans. 
On the surface, the claim sounds ridiculous, but 
not long after the pizza parlor shooting, wealthy 
socialites, Jeffrey Epstein and Ghislaine Maxwell40 
were charged with a similar crime, leading many to 
believe the alt-right was correct in its suspicions. The 
“Pizzagate” event highlights how extreme narratives 
are often validated by actual events and how con-
spiracy theories are often underwritten by historical 
events or prior incidents.41

Digital Technology and Social 
Media Amplify and Enable Foreign 
Disinformation Operations
The social media ecosystem has expanded and 
accelerated the propagation of mis- and disinfor-
mation.42 Acting like a megaphone, social media 
has incited violence and allowed foreign trolls, 
domestic politicians, cable news hosts and other 
influencers to spread falsehoods, place blame, and 
target opposition groups. While conspiracy the-
ories and alternative realities have long histories, 
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digital information technology—particularly social 
media—has enabled their spread, allowed believers 
to easily connect, and developed a cadre of vocal 
leaders to coordinate attacks in virtual and physical 
spaces.43 The mix of legitimate grievances, mis- and 
disinformation, and unchecked social media algo-
rithmic amplification is both driving and providing 
the soil for this national security crisis.44

Various geopolitical adversaries have identified 
this gap in the U.S. national security posture and 
have begun exploiting it, even down to the local level 
where hostile foreign actors have sought to exacer-
bate American suspicions about electoral integrity. 
For instance, the past few American elections have 
seen the increasingly populous state of Florida act 
as a swing state with each political party compet-
ing doggedly for every vote. In October 2020, weeks 
before the November election, many Floridians 
received menacing emails from an address asso-
ciated with alt-right group, the “Proud Boys,” 
threatening harm if they did not vote for President 
Donald Trump and change their voter registration 
to Republican. Proud Boys leadership denied any 
involvement and U.S. authorities were hasty to pin 
the blame on Iranian actors using overseas servers to 
spoof Proud Boys emails. U.S. intelligence officials 
also noted a video, apparently sponsored by Iran, 
that suggested ways to fraudulently cast ballots.45 

These efforts at stoking voter skepticism were 
predicted in advance as early as August 2020 by 
the U.S. National Counterintelligence and Security 
Center, which issued an assessment that “Iran 
seeks to undermine U.S. democratic institutions, 
President Trump, and to divide the country in 
advance of the 2020 elections.” Further, “[their 
efforts] probably will focus on online influence, 
such as spreading disinformation on social media 
and recirculating anti-U.S. content.”46 It seems 
reasonable that Iran would choose to act to under-
mine voter confidence when leading American 
politicians were preemptively doing the same thing. 

Iran, however, was far from the only foreign actor to 
appreciate the vulnerable American attack surface. 

If Iran’s rather ham-handed approach to election 
meddling seemed opportunistic, Russia’s concept 
of Hybrid Warfare47 and Chinese Three Warfares48 
have thoughtfully considered the power of influence 
operations at the strategic level, and, in turn, have 
drastically restructured their vision for how malev-
olent influence operations against the United States 
should be conducted. Both strategic approaches 
subordinate conventional kinetic warfare to overar-
ching information campaigns, drastically reducing 
U.S. military capabilities to intervene or muster the 
political will to contest the outcome. 

Russian actions within the Ukraine mirrored 
similar operations domestically in the United States. 
Sowing distrust and instability49 within a region 
allows for a contested information environment in 
which further disinformation campaigns can thrive. 
Russian forces regularly harassed and attacked racial 
minorities such as the Roma, Jews, and Hungarians 
within Crimea, attempting to blame the actions on 
Ukrainian forces.50 Direct harassment and psycho-
logical warfare was conducted against Ukrainian 
soldiers on the front lines through phone calls and 
text messages to them and their families to torment 
them.51 This closely mirrors efforts by Russia in 
the United States to cause racial division amongst 
African Americans and the population at large, play-
ing to both pro- and anti-police narratives.52 Russia 
furthermore pushes transnational white supremacist 
extremism in both the United States and Russia.53 
Numerous controversial American white suprem-
acists like David Duke and Richard Spencer have 
praised Russia for their efforts in promoting white 
supremacy.54 Spencer’s ties run even deeper, as he was 
married to Nina Kouprianova,55 a Russian national, 
long-time adherent of Russian nationalist icon 
Aleksander Dugin,56 and Kremlin mouthpiece.

China’s efforts have also ramped up to 
exploit vulnerable flanks in East Asia and beyond. 
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Previously these methods were predominately 
focused on regional adversaries, such as Taiwan or 
Vietnam,57 and China’s maritime ambition for com-
plete control over the South China Sea. Operations 
utilized a myriad of approaches to include aggressive 
seaborne expansion and fortification, use of ambig-
uous naval militias, and use of non-internationally 
recognized maps of territorial waters to sway 
the narrative. 58  More ambitious Chinese efforts 
included informational forays against academia,59 
professional sports,60 and Hollywood.61 Chinese 
academic espionage resulted in numerous arrests in 
2020 and the investigation of 189 more grant recip-
ients, 54 of which had undisclosed foreign ties to 
China.62 Both the NBA,63 and American video game 
developer Blizzard-Activision64 found themselves 
censoring employees in response to anti-democratic 
crackdowns in Hong Kong, showing further how 
China can influence large numbers of Americans 
through its leverage of multinational corporations. 
Chinese media markets are heavily regulated by the 
government, requiring all Western movies enter-
ing the market to show China in a positive light.65 
Considering Hollywood’s reach into the American 
movie goer audience, many citizens only know of 
China through its portrayal in films, thus muddy-
ing the waters. Increasingly, following the global 
COVID-19 pandemic, China has shifted heavily 
into online social media channels, particularly 
anglophone ones to contest the narrative that it was 
to blame for the outbreak and insufficient initial 
response. To argue in favor of its role in combating 
the pandemic China has attempted to discredit U.S. 
and other Western democratic responses, as well as 
shift their culpability in the outbreak’s origins.66

Solutions for Malign Digital Interference
As the above sections illustrate, the threat is 
urgent, complex, and non-traditional. Any whole-
of-nation response to malign manipulation of 
the information environment requires both 

government and private sector responses, coop-
erative public-private partnerships, and tasks and 
responsibilities down to the level of the individual 
citizen. The balance of this article will explore 
some necessary steps and adjustments toward 
addressing the disinformation threat. 

Technical responses are often the first ones 
proposed when addressing digital threats, yet con-
sensus on a technical response has yet to emerge. 
As Jon Bateman and Craig Newmark have com-
plained, “Social media disinformation discussions 
are going in circles.”67  Currently many filtering 
algorithms and methodologies are being tested by 
large social media platforms. Twitter has attempted 
to use warnings and forms of soft moderation sur-
rounding COVID-19 and the results of the 2020 
U.S. Presidential election,68 with varying results.69 
Other platforms, such as Reddit, have attempted 
to de-platform individuals and groups in order to 
meet the same ends.70 Often these de-platform-
ing methods have merely slowed the movement of 
information temporarily, as users migrate to more 
salient platforms.71 However, many argue that such 
filters encroach on First Amendment rights and 
limit user capacity to practice thinking critically 
about the information they ingest.72 This has caused 
a schism politically where platforms like Voat, Gab, 
and Parler, among others, have marketed themselves 
as platforms of free speech.73 

These methods are reactive and do not account 
for emergent technologies such as generative adver-
sarial networks, or GANs, algorithmic confounding, 
and data poisoning. GANs have already gained 
traction through their use in Deepfakes,74 a technol-
ogy so democratized that a mother in Pennsylvania 
used it against her daughter’s teenage rivals.75 
Algorithmic confounding and data poisoning can be 
used to circumvent previously mentioned attempts 
at filtering, forcing additional users to see false or 
misleading content at a greater rate than typical of 
an average user.
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However, most recommendation engines and 
content filtering technologies actually push users 
to more extreme viewpoints by surrounding them 
with media and content that reaffirms prior beliefs, 
reinforces already formed opinions, and connects 
them to similarly extreme users.76 For example, 64 
percent of Facebook users who join extremist groups 
do so because of algorithmic recommendations.77 
Essentially, filtering algorithms create echo chambers 
that normalize radical ideas and extreme opinions, 
amplifying bias and dangerous behaviors,78 working 
within existing societal schisms, offering justifica-
tions for existing fears or prejudices.79 For example, 
research from the University of Warwick demon-
strates a correlation between increased Facebook 
usage and violence against immigrants.80 

Social media has many benefits, such as playing 
a critical role in keeping socially distant loved ones 
connected during the COVID-19 lockdown, but the 
filtering of society into isolated media and content 
bubbles has created multiple shared realities instead 
of unifying citizens under a single shared reality. If 
social media is hard to police, it is also still largely 
unfiltered, allowing prominent voices, however 
extreme, to spread mis- and disinformation.81 The 
result is a far more complicated world, with multiple 
realities existing in an information nightmare that is 
difficult to dissect, understand, or combat.82 

The terms “alternative facts” and “fake news” 
became popular vernacular in the “post-truth” era 
of the Trump Administration, but these are just 
the newest iterations of mis- and disinformation 
tactics.83 What is different today is how social media 
platforms and technology amplify the problem 
to a scale without historical precedent.84 Winston 
Churchill’s quip, “a lie is half-way around the world 
before the truth has a chance to put its pants on,” 
is now woefully outdated as recent studies confirm 
that mis- and disinformation travel, on average, 6 
times faster than fact.85 As algorithms are designed 
for amplification of engagement, verified truth 

and legitimate news sources do not stand a chance 
against computational propaganda.86 Yet there are 
promising developments. NewsGuard, for exam-
ple, is a technology popularized when Microsoft 
implemented it into its Edge browser, that gives trust 
ratings to users as they browse websites.

To mitigate the risks associated with mis- and 
disinformation, America should reintroduce civic 
education into elementary education and, continue 
it through a child’s entire academic career to grow a 
robust, active, and engaged public. Civic engagement 
is an investment in democracy and students need 
to understand how their involvement is critical to 
the health of their country. Modern civic education 
should be directed towards media and information 
consumption to help raise a public capable of coping 
with a saturated information environment flush 
with mis- and disinformation. Curricula should 
encourage active engagement with trusted media 
sources, teaching students to tease out facts, identify 
bias, and draw informed conclusions. Finland pro-
vides a good example and currently leads the world 
in digital media education,87 scoring among the 
very highest of countries in indices relating to the 
strength of its democracy88 and the digital literacy of 
its population.89 With targeted civic education aimed 
at civic institutional knowledge and digital literacy, 
America can build a more robust society that is less 
susceptible to mis- and disinformation. 

Educational efforts must also encourage stu-
dents to engage in civil discourse with people who 
have conflicting opinions. One effort, Millions 
of Conversations,90 is a civic campaign founded 
by Samar Ali, a former White House Fellow 
and attorney. Ali’s initiative encourages dia-
logue across parties, fostering conversation with 
the intent of healing social divisions. The effort 
encourages people to non-judgmentally exchange 
narratives—an activity that Joshua L. Kalla and 
David E. Broockman recently found can reduce 
exclusionary attitudes. Kalla and Broockman 
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conducted three experiments targeting exclusion-
ary attitudes towards unauthorized immigrants 
and transgender people. They found that dialogue 
and interpersonal exchanges reduced exclusionary 
attitudes towards the marginalized out-groups. 
However, the key to Millions of Conversations 
and Kalla and Broockman’s study is the exchange 
of narratives—one-sided, face-to-face conversa-
tions that deliver arguments produced no effect 
on exclusionary attitudes. To reinforce good civic 
behavior, America’s leaders must set the example 
and reach across the aisle, giving citizens behav-
ior to emulate. Leaders across the country should 
establish forums for narrative exchanges and 
encourage more grass-roots organizations like 
Millions of Conversations. 

Additionally, elected officials should counter 
mis- and disinformation publicly, acting as a 
whistle-blower when they identify false narra-
tives and as educator when they publicly correct 
a false or misleading story. Government agencies 
must get involved too—like the Cybersecurity and 
Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA), which 
took proactive steps—even developing the hashtag 
#protect2020 to support its campaign—to dispel 
election rumors by setting up a public website91 to 
debunk popular myths about voting security and 
fraud. In a democracy, retribution for correcting 
falsehoods is dangerous and will discourage shared 
understanding—as when former CISA Director 
Christopher Krebs was fired92 for coming out 
publicly against claims that the 2020 election was 
rigged. Because elected officials are beholden to the 
public, debate and civil discourse among citizens is 
critical to democracy. 

Another cornerstone of digital literacy is the 
ability to detect false and misleading information—
education, as discussed above, can grow a public 
less susceptible to conspiratorial thinking. However, 
simple detection is not enough, and detecting and 
removing mis- and disinformation on social media, 

at speed and scale, is not easy. Social media plat-
forms are currently drawing their own lines between 
legitimate and illegitimate online speech with the 
help of sophisticated yet non-transparent detection 
algorithms and extensive human involvement. It is 
impossible to catch and verify all false and mislead-
ing information, but the U.S. government should 
consider mandating greater transparency surround-
ing what content is moderated by private social 
media companies. 

Additionally, social media firms should be held 
accountable on several fronts, most notably being 
how quickly they respond to fraudulent accounts, 
how thoroughly they respond to government over-
sight requests, how transparent they are with data 
usage and privacy policies, and the transparency of 
their content filtering mechanisms. Government 
regulation may be required, but ultimately, tech-
nology companies cannot solve the mis- and 
disinformation crisis and it remains the responsibil-
ity of every citizen to engage in critical thinking and 
try to distinguish between news and “fake” news. 

Yet, despite being the responsibility of every 
citizen to educate themselves on the threat of mis-
and disinformation, the erosion of a shared reality 
makes people across all social strata93 highly sus-
ceptible to mis- and disinformation or “fake” news. 
Interventions that target information nodes, like 
public figures with large social media followings or 
message board moderators, can influence previ-
ously isolated sectors of the internet. In a local or 
closed network, small amounts of information are 
shared and constantly reinforced by group mem-
bers. Exacerbating the cycle of a closed information 
loop are social media and search engine algorithms. 
Injecting additional and diverse information sources 
into insular online communities may challenge the 
group’s ideological status quo.

A team of researchers recently demonstrated 
that professional norms in journalism like fact 
checking, published corrections, and retractions 
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work to insulate people from conspiratorial thinking 
by providing oversight and reducing the incentive to 
print whatever will go viral.94 Additionally, “lateral” 
reading (or reading more sources but less in-depth) 
as defined by Sam Wineburg and Sarah McGrew, 
emphasizes that people are more likely to believe 
something is true, even if it contradicts their own 
opinions, if they are exposed to multiple sources of 
contrary information instead of simply being told 
that they are wrong.95 Ideological nudges, akin to 
Richard H. Thaler and Cass R. Sunstein’s behavioral 
economic nudge concept, may therefore help break 
the extremist cycle by introducing new material and 
ideas into a digital thought bubble. It may be neces-
sary to consider requiring social media companies 
to adjust their algorithms to ensure users view a 
variety of legitimate professional news sources.96

Finally, research suggests97 that the rapid flow 
of online information discourages rational think-
ing and favors emotional and heuristic reasoning. 
Social media companies can decelerate the spread 
of between mis- and disinformation by slowing 
down or altering how information is shared on their 
platforms. Further, functionality could be changed 
to amplify verifiable information and bury spurious 
sources. However, social media companies are not 
incentivized to develop technology to retard infor-
mation flow, which counters their business model, 
or to change functionality as changes may push 
people off their platform. Pressure, if not regulation, 
from government is required.

Despite the initiatives and efforts discussed 
above, a major gap remains—no single agency 
or department is responsible for developing or 
deploying technology to identify and combat mis- 
and disinformation. The U.S. government needs to 
identify a central organization with the mandate 
of countering mis- and disinformation, develop-
ing tools to protect and defend users, and building 
social information resiliency through coordinated 
education programs. 

Conclusion
Conventionally understood national security threats 
do not require the American public or private sector 
to be actively involved in their management because 
the Pentagon, the FBI, DHS, and the Intelligence 
Community are charged to defend the nation and 
have historically managed national defense and 
security issues. But, as we have argued in this article, 
mis- and disinformation, reimagined as a national 
security threat, are qualitatively different from tradi-
tional conceptions of security threats; as the Capitol 
insurrection laid bare, perhaps they are even more 
urgent, thus requiring a reordering of U.S. national 
security priorities. Further, this vulnerable flank is 
well known to America’s foreign adversaries, and 
they continue to assault it with seeming impunity. 

Because political and civic discourse are increas-
ingly taking place in the information space we have 
attempted to offer some fruitful avenues of approach 
for the Biden administration as it crafts its own 
national security strategy. This is but the tip of the ice-
berg, however, given the complexity of the challenge. 
While our recommendations cannot be considered 
comprehensive in a short article, we emphasize that 
public, private, and individual aspects are necessary 
for any truly comprehensive approach. 

Despite the instrumental role technology has 
in amplifying and spreading mis- and disinforma-
tion, there is not a technical or government-provided 
solution to its threat. Instead, it is a whole-of-so-
ciety threat and everyone has a role to play: the 
private sector, the government, and the public. 
Understanding and countering the threat of mis- and 
disinformation is critical to identifying additional 
interventions to increase the public’s awareness of, 
and resiliency to, mis- and disinformation. Societal 
cohesion bolstered by information resiliency is an 
urgent matter of national security and we urge the 
Biden Administration to give pride of place in their 
national security agenda to the complex and urgent 
threat posed by mis- and disinformation. PRISM
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